
Mounting instruction, car blanket „Bridge“ 
 

Packing content 

This car blanket prevents slipping of a dog 
 into the floor area behind the front seats.  
Through the stiffening-plates (position 5),  
which are inserted into the blanket,  
the floor area behind the front seats is bridged.  
This is a much larger additional space for  
the animal. 
 

 

Mounting of the blanket 

  
 
 
Bring the blanket into the vehicle and 
 tighten the straps and the buckles 
 on the headrests of the front seats. 
 Connect the Straps (located under the blanket) 
 with the hook below the front seats. 

 

Attention! Slipping off hooks may cause risk of injury.  
Do not fasten on cable or wires! 

 

The blanket can be also fixed  
to the headrests of the back seats. 

 

If the car blanket is too long, the blanket 
can be reduced on the backseats rolling 
 by approximately 20 cm. After the  
blanket was rolled up inside, the short 
straps (position 3) can be pushed 
through the eyelets and locked. 
 
The long straps (position 2) are needed 
to fix the blanket to the bars of the rear 
headrests. 
 

   
 
 If the blanket is too wide, or if the stiffening  

  plates press on the rear doors, the stiffening 
  plates should be reduced. For this purpose use  

 a wood saw  or a very good stable carpet knife. 
 

  Note: 
  if the blanket is not needed, it can easily be folded and fastened behind the front seats. 
  In this case the storage pockets with Velcro closure, for storing utensils can also be used (back of 
  the blanket) 

Pos.  Name     piece 

1. blanket        1 

2.  long straps       2 

3. short straps       4 

4. hooks        2 

5. stiffening plate       2 
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If there are none of the above described mounting options on the back seat, use the following 

options: 

 

Car with folding rear seat:     Fastening with metal plates 
wrap one to be ordered    ( to be ordered separately): 
separately (order address and    screw the metaltang into the  
order number; see below right,   inner lining of your car, 
order no.50005300) long strap   to fasten the blanket with the 
(L=1.80 m) around the rear seat.   supplied straps. 
Thread one end then from the front through   
the mounting hole of the blanket   Look for safe installation and check 
so that the clamping device is below,  for wiring harnesses behind it and head airbags! 
the blanket.  
 
 
 

 

Care instruction     name     order no. 
 
       
      Car blanket “Bridge”    50999000 
      optional accessories (to order separately):    
The blanket can be cleaned with  2 pieces metaltang, screws   50005100 
water and soap suds.    2 pieces metaltang, screws; 2 pcs. 
Because the stiffening plates   straps L=50 cm    5000200 
are not water-resistant,    strap L=1.80 m    5000300 
they must be removed before  
cleaning.     
       
. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


